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Small Community Wastewater Issues Explained to the Public

Alternative Sewers: A Good Option for Many Communities
f you are fortunate enough to
own a home in a small or rural
community, you probably
appreciate certain aspects of
country living. Being close to nature and
far from the noise and complications of
life in the city are among the popular reasons for choosing a home in a rural area.
Although the advantages are many,
rural life isn’t always simpler than big city
life. One example is the problem of how
to best collect, treat, and dispose of wastewater from all the homes and businesses
located in different parts of the community.
A variety of factors help determine
which wastewater technologies are best
suited for a particular home or area.
Often, communities will use a combination of different approaches for different
circumstances to save money, control
development, and protect public health
and the environment.
For example, in densely populated
areas, like the main business section of
town, a community may find that a

I

conventional gravity sewer system (like
those used in large towns and cities) and a
centralized wastewater treatment plant is
the most cost-effective and environmentally-sound way to collect, transport, and
treat the wastewater. In more sparsely populated areas, where lot sizes are large and
homes are spaced widely apart, onsite wastewater treatment with subsurface discharge
may be more practical and cost-effective.

costly to build—yet small lot sizes, poor
soil conditions, or other site-related limitations make onsite wastewater treatment
alternatives inappropriate or expensive.
Alternative sewers should be considered as a possible option for groups of
homes and businesses in areas like these,
or anywhere they can cost-effectively
fulfill the health and environmental goals
of the community.

Alternative Sewer Option

Advantages and Disadvantages

But what about homes in locations that
don’t fit either of the above descriptions?
And what about areas where onsite treatment can’t be used?
Many small towns have clusters of
homes and housing developments located
far from other populated areas of the
community. Groups of homes may be
located in low-lying areas near water, or
in areas with a high water table or with
rugged, rocky, or hilly terrain. Often,
hookups to conventional sewers are not
available in these places and would be too

One of the best features of alternative
sewer systems is that they use plastic
pipes much smaller in diameter than
conventional sewer pipes to collect and
transport the wastewater to final treatment. This is possible because the
wastewater that goes into alternative
sewers always first receives treatment of
some kind (in a septic tank or grinder
pump, for example) so that any large,
solid materials are separated out or
ground into smaller pieces.
These small-diameter plastic pipes are
less expensive and easier to install than
conventional sewer pipes, which saves
money for both the community and the
individual homeowner. This is especially
significant considering that collection
system construction is often responsible
for as much as two-thirds of the total
wastewater treatment project costs.
Another advantage of alternative sewers
is that the construction of the lines and
other design factors makes it less likely
for wastewater to seep out or for other
water to infiltrate the system. Extra water
coming through cracked pipes and leaky
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Alternative Sewers: A Good Option for Many Communities
Continued from page 1
manhole covers is a common problem
with conventional sewers that can be
avoided with alternative sewers. However
the septic tanks, pump tanks, risers, and
other system components must be
correctly designed and constructed to be
watertight. Extra water adds to the flow
received by the treatment facility or other
method of final treatment, which can
reduce the life of the system and add to
the community’s costs.
In addition, because some alternative
sewers don’t need to rely on gravity to
operate, they also don’t have to continuously slope downward like conventional
sewers. Instead, they can be buried at
very shallow depths, just below the frost
line, and can follow the natural contours
of the land. This saves money on
excavation costs for communities.
These features make some alternative
sewer designs appropriate for areas with
very hilly terrain, extremely flat terrain,
shallow bedrock, high water table, or
anywhere the costs and environmental
impact of excavating for traditional
gravity sewers would be prohibitively
high. Trenchless installations and other
new techniques can further reduce the
costs and impact of construction.
The plastic pipes also can be routed
around ponds, lakes, trees, houses, and
other obstacles, which can minimize
disruption to the environment and save
money for homeowners and communities.
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conventional gravity sewers and
onsite wastewater treatment technologies have been determined to
be inappropriate or too expensive;
the population in an unsewered
area is such that there would be 50
to 100 homes or less per mile of
sewer line;
homes are located in hilly, rocky,
low-lying or very flat areas, or
areas with shallow bedrock, a high
water table or other site conditions that would make installing
gravity sewers impractical; or
areas are experiencing potentially
costly problems with existing
conventional sewers that are
leaking or otherwise deteriorating.

Articles in Pipeline can be reprinted in
local newspapers or included in flyers,
newsletters, and educational presentations.
We ask only that you send us a copy of the
reprinted article for our files.
If you have questions about any of the
technologies described in this issue, contact
the National Small Flows Clearinghouse at
(800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-4191.
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Alternative Sewers
May Be a Good
Option if . . .

Information about septic tanks and management available
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Finally, some alternative sewer system
designs allow developers and community
planners the advantage of more flexibility,
because the most expensive system
components for each connection do not
need to be purchased or installed until
after the individual houses are built.
However, this can be viewed as a disadvantage for homeowners because the costs
of the onsite components are directly
shifted to them. On the other hand,
homeowners may pay more in the long
run for conventional sewers through
higher sewer taxes and fees.
The major drawbacks to alternative
sewers have to do with operation and
maintenance costs and requirements.
Alternative sewers have components
conventional sewers do not have, such
as septic tanks that need to be inspected
and pumped and mechanical parts
that use electricity. These may cost more
to operate and require more frequent
and regular maintenance than conventional sewers.
Other potential disadvantages with
alternative sewers include the possibility
of disruption in service due to mechanical
breakdowns and power outages. Also,
systems may be poorly designed or
installed if engineers or contractors have
little experience with the technology.
This issue of Pipeline gives an overview of some of the alternative sewer
technologies currently in use. Please feel
free to share, copy, or distribute this
information to others in your community.

Proper septic tank
operation and maintenance and effective
management programs
for septic tank maintenance are important
topics for homeowners
and communities using septic tank
effluent pump (STEP) or small diameter
gravity sewer (SDGS) alternative systems.
1
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Three issues of Pipeline that cover these
topics in detail are available from the National
Small Flows Clearinghouse (NSFC):

• Spring 1996 Pipeline: “Management
Programs Can Help Small Communities”
Item #SFPLN05

• Summer 1995 Pipeline: “Septic
Systems: A Practical Alternative for
Small Communities” Item #SFPLNL02

To order copies of these issues of
Pipeline, call the NSFC at (800) 624-8301
or (304) 293-4191. Please be sure to
request each item by title and item
number. The price is 20 cents per issue
plus shipping and handling.

• Fall 1995 Pipeline: “Maintaining
Your Septic System: A Guide for
Homeowners” Item #SFPLNL03

National Small Flows Clearinghouse 1-800-624-8301
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Pressure Sewer Systems Defy Gravity
Although the concept behind pressure
sewer systems is relatively simple, the
technology wasn’t really tried until about
1970. The use of pressure sewers as an
alternative to conventional gravity sewers
has become much more widespread in
recent years.

What are pressure sewers?
A pressure sewer is a small-diameter
pipe into which partially-treated wastewater is pumped and then transported under
pressure to a final treatment facility or to
a conventional gravity sewer main.
Small-diameter pipes can be used with
pressure sewers because large and solid
materials in the wastewater are separated
out or ground up in initial treatment.
The pipes are usually made of plastic,
which gives them the advantage of
being more flexible and more likely to
remain watertight than sewers made of
clay or concrete. Watertightness is important for maintaining pressurization.
The pressure in pressure sewers is
created by the wastewater being
pumped into the pipes at several
connections. The pressurized lines
eliminate the need for gravity as a force
to move the wastewater to its destination. Because of this, the pipe can be
laid to follow the natural contour of the
land in shallow trenches just below the
frost line and deep enough to be kept safe
from the traffic above.
There are two main types of pressure
sewer systems: the septic tank effluent
pump (STEP) system and the grinder
pump system.

Once in the septic tank, the wastewater
settles into three layers. Greases and
floatable materials rise to the top, solid
materials settle to the bottom, and
partially clarified liquid remains in the
middle. The wastewater in the middle
layer will eventually be pumped into the
pressure sewers. Once this partially
treated wastewater leaves the septic tank
it is called effluent. Some septic tanks also
have filters at the outlet end of the septic
tank to further reduce the risk of solids
leaving the tank.
The effluent pump is located in a pumping chamber either inside the tank or next

Because the effluent is relatively free
from solids, sewers can be as small as 1.5
inches in diameter for the pipes leading
from the service connection, and two or
three inches for the mains. This is tiny in
comparison to conventional sewers, which
are normally required to have a minimum
diameter of eight inches.

Grinder pump systems

Grinder pump pressure sewer systems
work somewhat differently than STEP
systems. In a grinder pump system, there
is no septic tank. Preliminary treatment is
performed by the grinder pump itself,
which sits in a plastic chamber,
Grinder Pump System
called a wet well, that usually has
about a 30-gallon capacity.
The grinder pump works something
like a garbage disposal. Solid
materials in the wastewater are cut
11
11
up and ground into tiny pieces. All of
11
the wastewater is then pumped out
3
3
22
44
into the pressurized line.
12
12
77
Grinder pumps are usually one or
controlpanel
panel
11 control
more
horsepower and turn on and off
buriedelectrical
electricalcable
cable
22 buried
44
77
electricaljunction
junctionbox
box
33 electrical
according
to the levels in the pumping
sewageflow
flowfrom
fromhome
home
66
44 sewage
88
plumbingdisconnect
disconnect
55 plumbing
chamber. They also are usually
shutoff valve
55
66 shut-off
valve
serviceline
lineto
tomain
main
equipped with one or more alarms.
77 service
99
8
level
sensors
10
8 level sensors
10
Because the wet well does not
checkvalve
valve
99 check
10 grinder
grinderpump
pump
10
provide
much room for extra
11 main
main
11
12
12
12 wet
wetwell
well
12
wastewater if the system were to
malfunction, and because there is no
to the tank. The effluent enters the
septic tank, it is very important that samepumping chamber and triggers a sensor
day emergency service is available for
when it rises to a certain level. The
grinder pump connections.
effluent is then pumped out for a few
minutes until the water level is reduced
Operation and maintenance
and a lower level sensor shuts the pump
Pressure sewer systems have different
off. There is also a sensor that triggers an
operation and maintenance requirements
alarm if, for some reason, effluent levels
STEP systems
than conventional sewer systems because
get too high in the pumping chamber.
they use electricity. However, effluent
A STEP system consists of a septic tank
All the components of the effluent pump
pumps, which are less than one horseto pretreat the wastewater and a submersmust be resistant to corrosion, since septic
power, and grinder pumps, which are
ible, low-horsepower sump pump to push
tank effluent is particularly corrosive. The
usually one or two horsepower, usually
the wastewater through the system.
PVC plastic pipes typically used for presrun for only a few minutes per day, so
All of the wastewater from each home
sure sewers are very resistant to corrosion.
not much energy is used. Grinder pumps
or business (i.e., the water from sinks,
However, the corrosiveness of the effluent
are the more expensive of the two
baths, laundry, kitchen, and toilets) enters
can present a problem if the pressure
technologies to operate, and power costs
the septic tank from the conventional
sewer empties into a conventional sewer
for them usually range from $10 to $30
gravity sewer leaving the building. No
main made of less resistant material.
special plumbing is normally required.

Continued on page 4
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OPTIONS FOR
FINAL TREATMENT
The goal of every alternative sewer
system design is to provide a costeffective and environmentally safe way
for communities to collect and transport
their wastewater to final treatment and
disposal. The decision about which
method or methods of final treatment
should be used needs to be part of a
community’s overall wastewater management plan.
Many alternative sewer systems empty
into a conventional sewer main that
leads to a centralized treatment facility.
This is sometimes the most cost-effective
plan for communities that have this
option. However, many small communities do not have a wastewater treatment
plant, or the facility may be too far away
or too small to handle the extra wastewater flow. There are several other
treatment alternatives that communities
may consider.
For example, it is often practical to treat
the septic tank effluent from septic tank
effluent pump systems and smalldiameter gravity sewers in a large,
community sub-surface soil absorption
field similar to the smaller ones used for
individual homes with septic systems. If
site conditions are unsuitable for a soil
absorption field, sometimes mound
systems, sand filters, or other options can
be constructed and combined with
subsurface discharge.
Wastewater treatment lagoons often
work well for treating wastewater that
contains solids, like sewage from grinder
pump and vacuum sewer systems.
Sometimes wastes from these alternative
sewer systems can be transported to a
large community septic tank and soil
absorption field.
Communities needing additional
information or assistance concerning
wastewater treatment technologies
should contact the National Small Flows
Clearinghouse at (800) 624-8301 or
(304) 293-4191. Also refer to the list of
contacts on page 7.
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Which alternative is right for my community?
If your community has decided that an
alternative sewer system may be a good
option, there are a variety of factors that can
help determine which technology could
work best.
The most important factors to be considered are site-related. Certain site
conditions make some alternative sewer
technologies more appropriate and costeffective than others.
For example, if the homes or businesses
to be served by the sewer are all located at
a much higher elevation than the final
treatment facility, then small-diameter
gravity sewers might be the most cost
effective technology. If homes are located in
a relatively flat area where it would be too
expensive to excavate to install septic tanks,
vacuum sewers may be a good choice.
Operation and maintenance requirements
and community planning issues also need to
be considered when choosing an alternative
sewer system. Communities may have to

hire additional maintenance staff. Some
technologies allow additional connections
more easily than others. Systems can often
be designed to accommodate or control
community growth.
In addition, alternative system technologies can sometimes be used together or
combined with other technologies. For
example, many communities have houses
located at both high and low elevations.
Communities can take advantage of gravity
where it’s available to save money. For
example, a system could make use of smalldiameter gravity sewers for some homes
and pressure sewers for others.
Although alternative sewer technologies
can be flexible, systems must be properly
designed to fit each individual situation.
Minimum velocity requirements and other
design considerations require the expertise
of a wastewater or sanitary engineer who
has experience with a particular system.

Pressure Sewer Systems Defy Gravity
Conserving water, spacing out activities
Continued from page 3
per year if the system is watertight and
functioning properly.
Both effluent pumps and grinder pumps
are very reliable. After the first year, when
service visits for systems are most frequent,
pumps may not require servicing for as long
as five to 10 years. Preventative maintenance for pressure sewers includes annual
inspections for the pumps, septic tanks, and
overall system.
Both types of pressure sewer systems use
cleanouts instead of manholes as access
points for cleaning and monitoring the lines.
Cleanouts are smaller, less costly, and, if
properly designed and installed, are less
likely to leak or require maintenance themselves. Systems need to be designed with
cleanouts near any pumps, filters, or other
parts that may need maintenance or service.
With STEP systems, solids need to be
pumped from the septic tank periodically.
How often depends on the size of the tank,
the number of people in the household, and
their particular habits. Most sources suggest
once every three to five years as a general
guideline for septic tank pumping.

that use a lot of water (like laundry), and
being careful about what is flushed into the
system can greatly improve the performance of the septic tank and extend the
time between pumpings. Pumping frequencies can be more precisely determined
based on information obtained at annual
system inspections.
Depending on the size of the system,
communities often have a maintenance
management program or a full-time maintenance employee or staff to ensure that the
system is being properly operated and
maintained at each connection and to handle
emergencies. Preventative maintenance is
important with this technology because an
overloaded septic tank or broken pump at
one connection can potentially affect other
parts of the system. Educating homeowners
about proper system operation and maintenance is also important.
For more about septic tank inspections,
operation and maintenance, pumping
frequencies, management programs,
and homeowner education, refer to the
offer for Pipeline back issues at the bottom
of page 2.
National Small Flows Clearinghouse 1-800-624-8301
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Small-diameter Gravity Sewers Can Save Money
Small-diameter gravity sewer (SDGS)
systems are a third alternative sewer
technology for small communities to
consider. SDGS systems are also known
by a variety of other names, including
small-diameter effluent drains, effluent
sewers, variable-grade or minimum-grade
effluent sewers, small bore sewers, and
Australian sewers.
Whatever name is used, this technology, which has been used in Australia
successfully for many years, is becoming
more and more popular in the U.S. as a
low-cost alternative to conventional
gravity sewers.

What are SDGS systems?
Like conventional sewers, SDGS systems use gravity, rather than pumps or
pressure, as the main force to collect and
transport wastewater to a facility for final
treatment or to empty into a conventional
sewer main.
And like septic tank effluent pump
(STEP) pressure sewer systems, SDGS
systems use septic tanks to provide

surcharging
primary treatment to the household
wastewater and to allow the bulk of the
solid materials to settle out. Because the
sewers will be collecting and transporting
fewer solids, they can be smaller in
diameter than conventional sewers.
However, the pipes used for SDGS
systems need to be somewhat larger
(usually a minimum of three to four
inches in diameter) than those used for
pressure sewers, for example. This is
necessary to accommodate any stray
solids that may escape in the effluent of
a septic tank that is malfunctioning or
overloaded—a particular concern with
SDGS systems because there are no
pumps or pressure in the SDGS lines to
further break up or prevent solids from
clogging the system.
PIPELINE - Fall 1996; Vol. 7, No. 4

As with other alternative sewer
technologies, SDGS systems use plastic
pipe, which costs less per foot and is
easier and less expensive to install than
conventional sewer pipe.
Another advantage to SDGS systems
is that they are designed to be laid at
variable grades, unlike conventional
sewers which must continuously slope
downward. This flexibility can save
money in areas with rock outcroppings
or other geographical features that would
make deep excavation particularly
expensive.

How do SDGS systems work?
Because SDGS systems rely on gravity
to transport the effluent through the
system, the point where the sewer system
begins must always be higher than where
it ends, and no part of the system can be
higher in elevation than the starting point.
The sewer is often designed to be laid
at variable grades throughout the system.
The variable grade of the pipe creates low
spots at different points in the system
(refer to the figure at left). The effluent
backs up at these low points until more
and more pressure is created and the effluent
is actually propelled over the “hump” in
the pipe. This process is called surcharging.
Surcharging is an especially helpful
process in extremely flat areas where the
excavation would need to be particularly
deep if the pipe were laid at a continuous
downward slope, and there would be no
downhill stretches to increase the velocity
of the flow.
Another option often used with SDGS
systems is to have homes that are located
at lower elevations than the system use
STEP systems to pump effluent up from
the home to the SDGS main.

Operation and maintenance
Because there is a septic tank at each
connection, operation and maintenance
for SDGS connections is similar to STEP
systems and septic systems. Annual
inspection of the septic tank is recommended and solids need to be periodically
removed from the tank. (For more
information about proper septic tank

operation and maintenance, refer to the
offer for Pipeline back issues on page 2.)
The SDGS system laterals (the pipes
going to each service connection) can be
accessed and cleaned if needed through a
series of cleanouts or manholes. Some
SDGS systems use pipes at least four
inches in diameter so they will accommodate the smallest cleaning tools.

Study of onsite
systems complete
The National Small Flows Clearinghouse’s (NSFC) study on the status of
onsite wastewater treatment in small
communities has been completed and a
report of the results will soon be available to the public.
The goals for the study include:
• to identify and contact local health
departments and agencies in each
state that work with onsite systems,
• to create a database of this
information that will allow NSFC
to track the status of onsite systems
in the future,
• to help formulate a national health
department network/alliance,
• to disseminate the information
gathered from local health departments, and
• to identify products that can be
used to help homeowners understand and maintain their onsite
systems and to inform health
departments about alternative
onsite systems and other information beneficial to them.
Some of the interesting information
gathered from the 1,567 health departments that participated in the study
includes system costs, the types of systems being used, system failures, and the
reasons health departments deny permits.
The price will be determined when
copies of the report become available. For
more information, please contact the NSFC
at (800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-4191.
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Vacuum Sewers, Another Alternative
Dwelling
Vacuum sewer systems are
Usually three- or four-inch
another alternative technoldiameter pipes from the
Main
ogy being chosen by small
Vacuum Pump service connection and fourCollection Tank
(Air)
communities in the U.S. The
to 10-inch mains are used
idea of using a vacuum to
for vacuum systems, dependcollect and transport
ing on the flow and design of
Force Pump
wastewater dates from the
the system.
(Sewage)
19th century, but vacuum
The vacuum also keeps the
house or building. Wastewater flows from
systems, like the other alternative sewer
lines very clean, so manholes and cleanthe house through the house sewer by
technologies described in this newsletter,
out points are generally unnecessary.
gravity to a holding tank.
weren’t used in the U.S. until the 1970s.
When the wastewater in the holding
Operation and maintenance
tank reaches a certain level, usually three
What are vacuum sewers?
Depending on system size, communities
to 10 gallons, a sensor prompts a pneuVacuum sewers rely on the suction of a
using
vacuum sewers may employ a fullmatic valve to open, and the entire plug of
vacuum, created by a central pumping
or
part-time
operation and maintenance
wastewater is violently sucked into the
station and maintained in the smallemployee
or
staff.
lines by the vacuum in the sewer main.
diameter mains, to draw and transport
The
pumps
at the pumping station need
The valve stays open a few seconds to
wastewater through the system to final
to
be
checked
and gauge readings need to
also allow some air to be sucked in after
treatment.
be
taken
daily.
Vacuum systems also
the wastewater.
There are several different manufacturrequire
a
working
emergency generator at
The alternate plugs of wastewater and
ers of vacuum systems, and although the
the
pumping
station,
which also should be
air from many connections then travel
basic technology behind them is the same,
checked
periodically.
through the mains, drawn by the vacuum
some manufacturers’ designs work a little
Division valves that connect different
to the central pumping station. Along the
differently than others.
parts
of the sewer lines need to be
way, the pipe is designed to follow the
Vacuum sewers, like other alternative
checked
at least twice a year, and the
contour of the land where the ground
sewers, can be designed to suit a variety
pneumatic
vacuum valves at each
slopes naturally, and in other areas is laid
of site conditions. But because they have
connection
should be checked annually.
at a slight downward grade. Small lifts in
limited capabilities for transporting wasteAccording
to
manufacturer recommendathe pipe may be used when necessary to
water uphill (usually a maximum of 15 to
tions,
the
vacuum
valves and parts of the
keep excavation shallow.
20 feet), they are more suited for areas
valve
pit
may
need
to be rebuilt or
At the pumping station, the mains
with flat or gently rolling terrain.
replaced
every
five
to 10 years.
empty into a collection tank. The wasteCommunities
interested
in installing a
water is then treated nearby or pumped to
vacuum
sewer
system
or
investigating
another location for treatment.
How do vacuum sewers work?
vacuum sewers as an option should
The vacuum pumps are equipped with
The vacuum in the vacuum sewer is
contact manufacturers regarding the
alarms and an emergency backup
drawn by one or more vacuum pumps
design, costs, installation, and proper
generator in case a power outage or other
located in a central pumping station.
system operation and maintenance. (Refer
problem develops.
There are no electrical components at the
to the article below for information about
Because the initial force of the vacuum
individual connections to the system.
how to contact vacuum sewer manufactaking the wastewater from the valve pit
Most of the vacuum system designs
turers.)
is usually enough to break up any solids
used in the U.S. don’t require vacuum
in the wastewater, small-diameter plastic
toilets or any special plumbing inside the
pipe can be used for vacuum systems.

NSFC Database Offers Information on System Manufacturers
Communities that would like more information about alternative sewers or other
wastewater technologies should take advantage of a valuable resource at the National
Small Flows Clearinghouse (NSFC).
The NSFC’s Manufacturers and
Consultants Database can provide callers

6
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with the names and addresses of system
manufacturers and consulting engineers
and other wastewater professionals in
their area. For example, communities may
want to request a search of manufacturers
and consultants who have installed
vacuum sewers in the U.S. These contacts
can often provide information about costs;
design, operation, and maintenance

requirements; and contacts for other communities using a particular system design.
To order a customized search of the
Manufacturers and Consultants Database, contact the NSFC at (800) 624-8301
or (304) 293-4191 and ask to speak with a
technical assistance specialist. The price
is 15 cents per page.

National Small Flows Clearinghouse 1-800-624-8301
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Case Studies on Alternative Sewers Available
The National Small Flows Clearinghouse (NSFC) offers several case studies
of small communities using alternative
sewer systems. The following are just a
few of the resources available:

Vacuum Collection System (Cedar
Rocks, West Virginia)
This case study includes a description of
vacuum sewers and an overview of the
history and technological concepts behind
these systems. Information on materials,
design, construction and operating costs,
possible financing sources, and system
troubleshooting is also included. The
price is $1.15. Item #WWBLCS02.

Variable Grade Effluent Sewers
(Maysville Area, Muskingum County,
Ohio)
This 13-page booklet provides a
general overview of effluent sewers with
emphasis on variable grade sewers. A
case study of one innovative system

provides information on construction
contracts and costs, funding sources,
public controversy, and the role of septic
tanks, manholes, and cleanouts in the
system. The price is $1.90. Item
#WWBLCS03.

Grinder Pump Pressure Sewers
(Augusta, Maine)
The basic concepts and history of
grinder pump pressure sewers are
discussed in this case study. Schematics
of a typical pump well, grinder core, and
grinder pump pressure sewer are provided. The price for this eight-page
booklet is $1.15. Item #WWBLCS12.
To order these case studies or to request
a free products catalog, contact the NSFC
at (800) 624-8301 or (304) 393-4191.
Please request each product by title and
number. A shipping and handling charge
will apply. For more information about
NSFC products, refer to page 8.

NETCSC offers training packages for local officials
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The complete BESM package consisting of the trainer’s guide and the 16
booklets costs $87. The booklets are also
available bound and stapled for $28 or
loose for use as master copies for $22.
The Assessing Wastewater Options for
Small Communities for Local Decision
Makers curriculum is also available. It is
designed to give decision makers in small
communities the knowledge to evaluate
their community’s current and future
wastewater needs and implement solutions.
A six-module trainer’s guide provides
technical information, delivery techniques, and training resources needed to
present the one-day workshop.
Participant’s materials include checklists, evaluation forms, assessment guides,
questionnaires, and case studies to help
the course participants understand the
wastewater needs in their own communities. The complete package costs $52.
Call (304) 293-4191 or (800) 624-8301,
ext. 5552 to order these products. Please
allow four to six weeks for delivery. A
shipping and handling charge will apply
to all orders.
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Two of the most popular training
packages from the National Environmental
Training Center for Small Communities
(NETCSC) are now being offered for sale.
Basics of Environmental Systems
Management (BESM) for Local Officials
introduces local officials to small
community drinking water, wastewater,
and solid waste management. The course
covers physical and chemical processes,
regulations, and treatment and disposal
options for environmental systems. The
BESM course will help local officials
with long-term planning, reduce environmental emergencies, and help ensure the
long-term health of the community.
The training package for this course
contains participant booklets for 16 training modules and a trainer’s guide. Each
module is self-contained and can be delivered separately, with selected modules,
or as a complete package. The trainer’s
guide contains overheads, background
information, discussion questions, a
glossary, evaluation tools, participant
activities, and references. Local officials
will find the booklets useful as references.
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CONTACTS
National Small Flows
Clearinghouse (NSFC)
The National Small Flows
Clearinghouse (NSFC),
located at West Virginia
University, provides small communities and homeowners with information and assistance with wastewater
treatment technologies and issues.
Funded by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, the NSFC also
offers a variety of free and low-cost
products to help communities with
wastewater issues. Some of these
NSFC products are listed in this
issue. Contact the NSFC at (800)
624-8301 or (304) 293-4191 for more
information or a free catalog.

Local Health Departments
Residents of small communities
interested in alternative sewers and
other wastewater technologies
appropriate for their area should
contact their local health departments. (Health departments are
usually listed in the government
section or blue pages of local phone
directories.)

Extension Service Offices
Many universities have U.S. Department of Agriculture extension service
offices on campus and field offices in
other localities. These offices can
provide assistance and information
about many of the wastewater treatment issues and technologies
discussed in this issue. To locate the
extension office in your area, contact
the National Small Flows Clearinghouse or call the U.S Department of
Agriculture at (202) 720-3377.
Visit our new World Wide Web site

T

http://www.nsfc.wvu.edu
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RESOURCES AVAILABLE FROM NSFC
To order the following products, call the
National Small Flows Clearinghouse
(NSFC) at (800) 624-8301 or (304) 2934191, e-mail jallen@wvu.edu, or write
NSFC, West Virginia University, P.O. Box
6064, Morgantown, WV 26506-6064.
Request each item by number and title. A
shipping and handling charge will apply.

pressure sewers, vacuum sewers, and
SDGS systems. Plans, descriptions of
system components, and information on
construction, operation, maintenance,
management, and costs are included. The
price is $25. Item #WWBKDM53.

Contacts and Referrals Database

Call NSFC today to request a free copy of
the 1996 NSFC Guide to Products and
Services. NSFC has many more resources
available on alternative sewer systems
than can be listed here, including case
studies, design manuals, computer
software, computer searches, and videos.

The NSFC is currently gathering information for a Contacts and Referrals Database, which will provide information
about organizations involved with
wastewater issues at the national, state,
and local levels. If you know an organization that should be included in the new
database, please contact Crystal Stevens,
coordinator, at (800) 624-8301, ext. 5550.

STEP and Grinder Pump Information

Design Software for Alternative Sewers

These packages, “Septic Tank Effluent
Pump Pressure Sewer Systems: Information Package,” Item #WWPCGN41, and
“Grinder Pump Information Package,”
Item #WWPCGN80, include general
system characteristics, design information, performance data, operation and
maintenance costs, and tips on septage
characteristics and disposal alternatives
for STEP systems. The price for the STEP
system package is $27.60. The price for
the grinder pump package is $16.10.

NSFC offers four design software packages for alternative sewer systems. The
programs “Airvac v. 3.2,” Item
#WWSWDM39, “Enviro v. 2.0,” Item
#WWSWDM54, and “Program Station v.
3.0,” Item #WWSWDM55, help engineers
to design different aspects of vacuum
sewer systems. “Variable Grade Effluent
Sewer Design Program v. 2.2,” Item
#WWSWDM79, is a spreadsheet program
for designing pressure and small-diameter
effluent sewer systems. The price for each
program is $20, which includes a user’s
guide. Contact NSFC for more information about the individual software
packages and hardware requirements.

Free 1996 NSFC Catalog

Alternative Sewers Manual
“Alternative Wastewater Collection
Systems” provides information about

Alternative Sewers Operation and
Maintenance: Special Evaluation Project
This booklet describes costs and other
issues associated with the management
and operation and maintenance of alternative sewers. Systems in 23 municipalities are evaluated. The price is $2.60.
Item #WWPCOM07.
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